FINALE—ACT II.

Andante tranquillo.

Ethais.

Lutin.

Phyllon.

Chorus.

Andante tranquillo.

Piano.

ETH.

LUT.

PHY.

CHO.
Allegro moderato. (not too slow)

Pure as the air, Sweet as the

Pure as the air, Sweet as the

Pure as the air, Sweet as the

Allegro moderato. (not too slow)

morn-ing dew Reign-eth our Queen! Bright in all

morn-ing dew Reign-eth our Queen! Bright in all

morn-ing dew Reign-eth our Queen! Bright in all

morn-ing dew Reign-eth, reign-eth our Queen! Bright in all
all beloved sister Queen! Be thou as

all beloved sister Queen! Be thou as

all beloved sister Queen! Be thou as

all beloved sister Queen! Be to us ever more, Oh

all beloved sister Queen! Be to us ever more,

thou hast ever been, Be

thou hast ever been, Be

thou hast ever been, Be

sister Queen! Oh sister Queen! Be

sister Queen! Oh sister Queen! Be

Be to us ever more Oh sister, Oh sister, Be

Be to us ever more Oh sister, Oh sister, Be
thou, as thou hast ever been, Our all beloved

thou, as thou hast ever

thou, as thou hast ever been, Our all beloved

thou, as thou hast ever been, Our all beloved

sister Queen!

been, Be to us ever, Be to us ever.

been, Be to us ever, Be to us ever.

sister Queen! Be to us ever, Be to us ever-more, Our

sister Queen! Be to us ever, Be to us ever-more, Our
strict time

Our all beloved, all beloved
more
Our all beloved, all beloved

all beloved, all beloved sister, our

all beloved, all beloved sister, our

strict time